Security
Connectivity between computers increases users' productivity and convenience, but also makes them vulnerable to unauthorized access. Wireless networking takes this insecurity to new heights. 802.11 Security is an important resource for lessening such vulnerability in Linux, FreeBSD (including Mac OS X), and OpenBSD.
The book starts with an overview of how wireless works and some of the types of vulnerabilities to which it is open. It includes a discussion of the weaknesses of Wireless Equivalent Privacy (WEP), the first attempt at a secure, encrypted protocol for wireless networks. This section is generally very clear and helpful.
Wireless networks are logically divided into three layers: client stations, access points (APs), and gateways (typically connecting access points to both a wired LAN and the Internet). Each of these layers gets a separate section in the book. The authors' strategy is to work from the periphery of the network (the clients) inward (through the APs), toward the core (gateways and their connected networks). This approach succeeds in breaking a complex subject into much more comprehensible modules, while retaining a coherent overview. The authors clearly describe the steps needed to secure each level-and the risks incurred by failing to do so.
The book covers clients for FreeBSD, Linux, OpenBSD, Mac OS X, and (last and least) Windows. Access points are mostly proprietary hardware with "very few securityspecific options," and configuration is vendor-dependent. Hence, the book only briefly describes the generally available options (WEP, filter MACs, check logs), and covers HostAP in Linux, FreeBSD, and OpenBSD for cases where the AP is on a general-purpose computer rather than proprietary hardware. Gateways are generally not proprietary and are thus discussed in more detail-a chapter each for Linux, FreeBSD, and OpenBSD.
Overall, this book is an excellent tool for skilled system administrators responsible for making wireless Linux and BSD systems (including Mac OS X) secure and should be required reading for all wireless administrators not working exclusively with Windows.-D. Chesley Q book reviews
